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necessary, the AM station may
determine operating power by the
indirect method (see § 73.51) and
request special temporary authority
pursuant to § 73.1635 to operate with
parameters at variance. For AM stations
licensed via field strength
measurements (see § 73.151(a)), a partial
proof of performance (as defined by
§ 73.154) shall be conducted both before
and after construction to establish that
the AM array will not be and has not
been adversely affected. For AM stations
licensed via a moment method proof
(see § 73.151(c)), the proof procedures
set forth in § 73.151(c) shall be repeated.
The results of either the partial proof of
performance or the moment method
proof shall be filed with the
Commission on Form 302–AM before or
simultaneously with any license
application associated with the
installation.
47 CFR 1.30004(a) requires
proponents of proposed tower
construction or modification to an
existing tower near an AM station that
are subject to the notification
requirement in §§ 1.30002–1.30003 to
provide notice of the proposed tower
construction or modification to the AM
station at least 30 days prior to
commencement of the planned tower
construction or modification.
Notification to an AM station and any
responses may be oral or written. If such
notification and/or response is oral, the
party providing such notification or
response must supply written
documentation of the communication
and written documentation of the date
of communication upon request of the
other party to the communication or the
Commission. Notification must include
the relevant technical details of the
proposed tower construction or
modification, and, at a minimum, also
include the following: proponent’s
name and address; coordinates of the
tower to be constructed or modified;
physical description of the planned
structure; and results of the analysis
showing the predicted effect on the AM
pattern, if performed.
47 CFR 1.30004(b) requires that a
response to a notification indicating a
potential disturbance of the AM
radiation pattern must specify the
technical details and must be provided
to the proponent within 30 days.
47 CFR 1.30004(d) states that if an
expedited notification period (less than
30 days) is requested by the proponent,
the notification shall be identified as
‘‘expedited,’’ and the requested
response date shall be clearly indicated.
47 CFR 1.30004(e) states that in the
event of an emergency situation, if the
proponent erects a temporary new tower
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or makes a temporary significant
modification to an existing tower
without prior notice, the proponent
must provide written notice to
potentially affected AM stations within
five days of the construction or
modification of the tower and cooperate
with such AM stations to remedy any
pattern distortions that arise as a
consequence of such construction.
47 CFR 73.875(c) requires an LPFM
applicant to submit an exhibit
demonstrating compliance with
§ 1.30003 or § 1.30002, as applicable,
with any modification of license
application filed solely pursuant to
paragraphs (c)(1) and (c)(2) of this
section, where the installation is on or
near an AM tower, as defined in
§ 1.30002.
47 CFR 73.1675(c)(1) states that where
an FM, TV, or Class A TV licensee or
permittee proposes to mount an
auxiliary facility on an AM tower, it
must also demonstrate compliance with
§ 1.30003 in the license application.
47 CFR 73.1690(c) requires FM, TV, or
Class A TV station applicants to submit
an exhibit demonstrating compliance
with § 1.30003 or § 1.30002, as
applicable, with a modification of
license application, except for
applications solely filed pursuant to
paragraphs (c)(6) or (c)(9) of this section,
where the installation is located on or
near an AM tower, as defined in
§ 1.30002.
Federal Communications Commission.
Marlene H. Dortch,
Secretary, Office of the Secretary, Office of
Managing Director.
[FR Doc. 2013–23238 Filed 9–24–13; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6712–01–P

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
Sunshine Act Meeting
AGENCY:

Federal Election Commission.

FEDERAL REGISTER CITATION OF PREVIOUS
ANNOUNCEMENT: 78 FR 57632

(September 19, 2013).
& TIME: Tuesday, September 24,
2013 at 10:00 a.m.

DATE

PLACE:

999 E Street NW., Washington,

DC.
This meeting will be closed to
the public.

STATUS:

The September
24, 2013 meeting will be continued on
Thursday, September 26, 2013.

CHANGES IN THE MEETING:
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PERSON TO CONTACT FOR INFORMATION:

Judith Ingram, Press Officer, Telephone:
(202) 694–1220.
Shelley E. Garr,
Deputy Secretary of the Commission.
[FR Doc. 2013–23414 Filed 9–23–13; 11:15 am]
BILLING CODE 6715–01–P

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
Formations of, Acquisitions by, and
Mergers of Bank Holding Companies
The companies listed in this notice
have applied to the Board for approval,
pursuant to the Bank Holding Company
Act of 1956 (12 U.S.C. 1841 et seq.)
(BHC Act), Regulation Y (12 CFR part
225), and all other applicable statutes
and regulations to become a bank
holding company and/or to acquire the
assets or the ownership of, control of, or
the power to vote shares of a bank or
bank holding company and all of the
banks and nonbanking companies
owned by the bank holding company,
including the companies listed below.
The applications listed below, as well
as other related filings required by the
Board, are available for immediate
inspection at the Federal Reserve Bank
indicated. The applications will also be
available for inspection at the offices of
the Board of Governors. Interested
persons may express their views in
writing on the standards enumerated in
the BHC Act (12 U.S.C. 1842(c)). If the
proposal also involves the acquisition of
a nonbanking company, the review also
includes whether the acquisition of the
nonbanking company complies with the
standards in section 4 of the BHC Act
(12 U.S.C. 1843). Unless otherwise
noted, nonbanking activities will be
conducted throughout the United States.
Unless otherwise noted, comments
regarding each of these applications
must be received at the Reserve Bank
indicated or the offices of the Board of
Governors not later than October 21,
2013.
A. Federal Reserve Bank of
Minneapolis (Jacqueline G. King,
Community Affairs Officer) 90
Hennepin Avenue, Minneapolis,
Minnesota 55480–0291:
1. James M. and Devon J. Goetz
Family Trust Four, Mandan, North
Dakota; to become a bank holding
company by acquiring at least 39
percent of the voting shares of Oliver
Bancorporation, Inc., Center, North
Dakota, and thereby indirectly acquire
voting shares of Security First Bank of
North Dakota, New Salem, North
Dakota.
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Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, September 20, 2013.
Margaret McCloskey Shanks,
Deputy Secretary of the Board.
[FR Doc. 2013–23337 Filed 9–24–13; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6210–01–P

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
Agency Information Collection
Activities; Proposed Collection;
Comment Request; Extension
Federal Trade Commission
(‘‘FTC’’ or ‘‘Commission’’).
ACTION: Notice.
AGENCY:

The FTC intends to ask the
Office of Management and Budget
(‘‘OMB’’) to extend through February 28,
2017, the current Paperwork Reduction
Act (‘‘PRA’’) clearance for the FTC’s
enforcement of the information
collection requirements in its regulation
‘‘Used Motor Vehicle Trade Regulation
Rule’’ (‘‘Used Car Rule’’ or ‘‘Rule’’),
which applies to used vehicle dealers.
That clearance expires on February 28,
2014.
DATES: Comments must be filed by
November 25, 2013.
ADDRESSES: Interested parties may file a
comment online or on paper, by
following the instructions in the
Request for Comment part of the
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION section
below. Write ‘‘Used Car Rule, PRA
Comment, P137606’’ on your comment
and file your comment online at https:
//ftcpublic.commentworks.com/ftc/used
carrulepra by following the instructions
on the web-based form. If you prefer to
file your comment on paper, mail or
deliver your comment to the following
address: Federal Trade Commission,
Office of the Secretary, Room H–113
(Annex J), 600 Pennsylvania Avenue
NW., Washington, DC 20580.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: John
C. Hallerud, Attorney, Midwest Region,
Federal Trade Commission, 55 West
Monroe, Suite 1825, Chicago, IL 60603,
312–960–5634.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The Used
Car Rule promotes informed purchasing
decisions by requiring used car dealers
to disclose information about warranty
coverage, if any, and purchasing advice
on used cars that they offer for sale. The
Rule requires that used car dealers
display a form called a ‘‘Buyers Guide’’
on each used car offered for sale that,
among other things, discloses
information about warranty coverage.
Burden statement:
Under the PRA, 44 U.S.C. 3501–3521,
Federal agencies must get OMB
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approval for each collection of
information they conduct or sponsor.
‘‘Collection of information’’ includes
agency requests or requirements to
submit reports, keep records, or provide
information to a third party. 44 U.S.C.
3502(3); 5 CFR 1320.3(c). The Rule has
no recordkeeping or reporting
requirements; as detailed further under
the Request for Comment, the FTC seeks
clearance for the Rule’s disclosure
requirements and the estimated PRA
burden for them.
Estimated total annual hours burden:
2,296,227 hours.
As explained in more detail below,
this estimate is based on the number of
used car dealers (55,432 1), the number
of used cars sold by dealers annually
(approximately 28,958,000 2), and the
time needed to fulfill the information
collection tasks required by the Rule.3
The Rule requires that used car
dealers display a one-page, double-sided
Buyers Guide on each used car that they
offer for sale. The component tasks
associated with the Rule’s required
display of Buyers Guides include: (1)
Ordering and stocking Buyers Guides;
(2) entering data on Buyers Guides; (3)
displaying the Buyers Guides on
vehicles; (4) revising Buyers Guides as
necessary; and (5) complying with the
Rule’s requirements for sales conducted
in Spanish.
1. Ordering and Stocking Buyers
Guides: Dealers should need no more
than an average of two hours per year
to obtain Buyers Guides, which are
readily available from many commercial
printers or can be produced by an office
word-processing or desk-top publishing
1 37,892 independent dealers in 2012. NIADA
Used Car Industry Report (2013), at 16. 17,540
franchised new car dealers in 2012. NADA Data
State-of-the Industry Report 2013, at 5.
2 The number of used car sales conducted by
dealers in 2012 is calculated by multiplying the
percentage of used car sales conducted by dealers
(71.5%) by the 40.5 million used cars sold in 2012.
NIADA Used Car Industry Report (2013),16–17. In
2012, franchised new car dealers conducted 36.9%,
and independent used car dealers conducted
34.6%, of used car sales. Id. Private parties sold the
remaining used cars. Id.
3 Some dealers opt to contract with outside
contractors to perform the various tasks associated
with complying with the Rule. Staff assumes that
outside contractors would require about the same
amount of time and incur similar cost as dealers to
perform these tasks. Accordingly, the hour and cost
burden totals shown, while referring to ‘‘dealers,’’
incorporate the time and cost borne by outside
companies in performing the tasks associated with
the Rule. The time estimates repeat those that the
FTC published, without receiving public comment,
when the FTC last pursued renewed clearance for
the Rule. See 75 FR 62538 (Oct. 12, 2010); 76 FR
144 (Jan. 3, 2011). Absent prospective specific
industry estimates to the contrary, staff will
continue to apply these estimates.
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system.4 Based on an estimated
population of 55,432 dealers in 2012,
the annual hours burden for producing
or obtaining and stocking Buyers Guides
is 110,864 hours.
2. Entering Data on Buyers Guides:
The amount of time required to enter
applicable data on Buyers Guides may
vary substantially, depending on
whether a dealer has automated the
process. For used cars sold ‘‘as is,’’
copying vehicle-specific data from
dealer inventories to Buyers Guides and
checking the ‘‘No Warranty’’ box may
take two to three minutes per vehicle if
done by hand, and only seconds for
those dealers who have automated the
process or use pre-printed forms. Staff
estimates that dealers will require an
average of two minutes per Buyers
Guide to complete this task. Similarly,
for used cars sold under warranty, the
time required to check the ‘‘Warranty’’
box and to add warranty information,
such as the additional information
required in the Percentage of Labor/
Parts and the Systems Covered/Duration
sections of the Buyers Guide, will
depend on whether the dealer uses a
manual or automated process or Buyers
Guides that are pre-printed with the
dealer’s standard warranty terms. Staff
estimates that these tasks will take an
average of one additional minute, i.e.,
cumulatively, an average total time of
three minutes for each used car sold
under warranty.
Staff estimates that dealers sell
approximately fifty percent of used cars
‘‘as is’’ and the other half under
warranty. Therefore, staff estimates that
the overall time required to enter data
on Buyers Guides consists of 482,633
hours for used cars sold without a
warranty (28,958,000 vehicles × 50% ×
2 minutes per vehicle) and 723,950
hours for used cars sold under warranty
(28,958,000 vehicles × 50% × 3 minutes
per vehicle) for a cumulative estimated
total of 1,206,583 hours.
3. Displaying Buyers Guides on
Vehicles: Although the time required to
display the Buyers Guides on each used
car may vary substantially, FTC staff
estimates that dealers will spend an
average of 1.75 minutes per vehicle to
match the correct Buyers Guide to the
vehicle and to display it on the vehicle.
The estimated burden associated with
this task is approximately 844,608 hours
for the 28,958,000 vehicles sold in 2012
(28,958,000 vehicles × 1.75 minutes per
vehicle).
4. Revising Buyers Guides as
Necessary: If negotiations between the
4 Buyers Guides are also available online from the
FTC’s Web site, www.ftc.gov, at http://business.ftc.
gov/selected-industries/automobiles.
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